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Easiest. Quickest. Safest.

Mobility Aid Securement

Easiest.
Quickest.
Safest.

“ American Seating’s securement system is a smart investment; our passengers, 		
drivers and maintenance team are happy and better served by having it.” 		
					
– Transit Authority Principal

American Seating’s mobility aid securement system is comprised of the industryleading A.R.M.® and Dual Auto-Lok® remote release system. The innovative system
allows both hands to be free to secure the mobility aid, providing the easiest and
quickest securement while reducing physical demands on the driver. Passengers using
most mobility aids can be secured in less than half the time of manual systems.
Features
Time saver; passengers can be secured easily and quickly
Reduces physical demands on driver and personal injuries
Lowers both operations and maintenance costs
Prevents loss or theft associated with loose belts; restraint belts positioned and secured off 		
the floor for easy access and maximized life
Auto-tensioning and auto-locking retractors; “S” hooks attach quickly and easily to mobility aids
Superior vandal and corrosion resistance
Heavy-duty construction for long life
Modular system easily adapts to majority of vehicle layouts for retrofit
All applications support 3-point occupant restraint lap and shoulder belts
A.D.A. compliant; safe and secure

Advanced Restraint
Module® – A.R.M.

Dual Auto-Lok
Patent-pending system with built-in time delay mechanism allows
free movement of belts for preset time and both hands to be free to
secure the mobility aid, which minimizes awkward body movements
and saves time (conventional systems require one hand always holds
the belt release)
Non-power maintenance-free system has no cables, wiring or
components to adjust or replace
Compact modular design integrates with barriers and forward facing
flip-up seating; allows quick and easy replacement of components if
needed, and easily adapts to the majority of vehicle layouts for retrofit

Patented and exclusive positive-locking
safety feature provides the easiest,
quickest and safest securement
Telescoping model features integrated
quick-release mechanism
Available for front, center or rear tie-down
applications and in a pivoting model type
Stores easily when not in use
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